Universal dissymmetry and the origin of biomolecular chirality.
Handed systems are distributed over four general domains. These span the fundamental particles, the molecular enantiomers, the crystal enantiomorphs, and the spiral galaxies. The characterisation of the molecular enantiomers followed from the identification of the crystal enantiomorphs and revealed a chiral homogeneity in the biomolecules of the organic world. The origin of the homogeneity has been variously ascribed to a universal dissymmetric force, from Pasteur, or to a chance choice of the initial enantiomer perpetuated by the stereoselection of diastereomer production with recycling, from Fischer's "key and lock" hypothesis. The classical chiral fields identified by Curie require a particular time or location on the Earth's surface for a determinate molecular enantioselection, as do the weak charged current agencies of the non-classical weak interaction. The weak neutral current of the electroweak interaction provides a constant and uniform chiral agency which favours both the L-series of amino acids and polypeptides and the parent aldotriose of the D-series of sugars. The enantiomeric bias of the electroweak interaction is small at the molecular level: it may become significant either as a trigger-perturbation guiding the transition from a metastable autocatalytic racemic process to one of the two constituent enantiomeric reaction channels, or by cumulative amplification in a large chirally-homogeneous aggregate of enantiomer units.